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1: The Freewrite Traveler is the distraction-free portable typewriter Iâ€™ve been waiting for
The Portable Writer's Conference - Your Guide to Getting Published by Stephen Blake Mettee is just that. A compilation
of expert advice you can have at your finger tips. For me there is nothing better than inside information when you want
to learn about an industry's needs and wants and how to provide those things to them.

The words are respectively equivalent to fuck and shit and are used as both interjections and nouns in the
series. In the episode " Suns and Lovers ", for example, Aeryn Sun says "frell me dead! Parke Godwin opines
that excessive profanity, as a part of naturalistic dialogue, "dulls much modern fiction and too many films" and
states it to be a pitfall for novice writers, or for writers who never grow up, to fall into. He states that it is a
"lazy copout that no longer frightens horses in the street, merely annoys and ultimately bores an intelligent
reader". He advises writers that "less is more", and that if it really is the right thing for a character to be salty,
it should be made clear to the reader why, observing as an example that in his science fiction novel Limbo
Search the profanity used by character Janice Tyne is a symptom of her fear and tension, caused by being
burned out at age 27 and afraid of the future. She compares the racial hatred associated with the use of nigger
an utterance of which she states to have preceded and accompanied "every lynching of a black person in
America" to the racial hatred of the Cylons, by the humans, that the use of such phrases as frakking toasters
indicates in the series. She also observes that several of the characters, including Gaius Baltar , are frakking
toaster lovers. New Frontier novels by Peter David , the principal protagonist, Captain Mackenzie Calhoun,
frequently utters the word grozit, a curse from his home world of Xenex. It is understood to be the equivalent
to shit. The video game Star Wars: Republic Commando also used fierfek, the expletive popular in the Star
Wars franchise. Fictional profanities[ edit ] Profanity in SF also encompasses the idea of things that alien
cultures might find profane, and the notion that what non-humans and humans find to be profane may differ
markedly. Card observes that human profanity encompasses words dealing with sexual intercourse and states
that that tells one something about human beings. He proceeds to suggest that what aliens might find to be
profane can be a useful tool for suggesting the alienness of a culture. The first example of this that he gives are
alien cultures that have no trouble with words about sexual intercourse, but that find words to do with eating to
be profane. Enterprise made use of this concept in the episode " Vox Sola ". In other contexts[ edit ] As
mentioned above, shazbot briefly enjoyed popular usage outside of its television show. Originally spelled
frack, it along with felgercarb were coined by writer Glen A. Larson for the Battlestar Galactica , for much the
same reasons that frell and dren were coined for Farscape: Other common insults are goit and gimboid. For
more detail, see pages et seq.
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2: Stephen Blake Mettee: The Portable Writers Conference (ePUB) - ebook download - english
The Portable Writer's Conference has 14 ratings and 2 reviews. Elaine said: It took me 3 months to read this book, one
article at a time, and have the ma.

Having 45 Editors, Agents, and Authors personally answer your questions about getting published. I have a
wonderful surprise for you. A compilation of expert advice you can have at your finger tips. I was able to learn
how to write nonfiction using fiction, how to write from my roots, and how to use colorful description to
enliven my nonfiction writing. These are just a few of the gems you will find inside the covers. If you truly
have that burning desire to be published this year; If you want to bypass the same old excuses; If life keeps
tossing you hurdle after hurdle and your are tired of allowing that to stop you from achieving your goal, Then
this book is an absolute necessity. This book carries tips for fiction and nonfiction writers. It paves the way for
you to self-publish or get published in magazines or by book publishers. It shows you how to hone in on your
goal, how to set your sights on exactly what you want to accomplish, then personally takes you by the hand
and teaches you each step you need to take to finally achieve your goal. Publishing in the 21st Century can be
fun and profitable. It takes work, of course. It takes time to learn the new publishing standards and
expectations. It takes time to hone your craft. Then, it takes some more time and dedication to find the right
audience for your work. Finally, you need to match your audience with the correct publishing technique or
company. Stop wasting your precious time. Achieve your publishing goals today by reading and following the
advice of experts who are in the trenches. Pick up this book. Find the section that applies to the kind of writing
you do. Take action on its advice, and achieve your publishing goals today.
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3: The Portable Writer's Conference: Your Guide to Getting Published by Stephen Blake Mettee
Read The Portable Writers Conference by CSPtrade2 for free with a 30 day free trial. Read eBook on the web, iPad,
iPhone and Android More than 45 agent, editor, and author-written chapters--called workshops in the book--provide
instruction on the writing craft and the business of getting published.

Because the hired hands â€” agents, editors, conference presenters, visiting authors, etc. Seem like a frivolous
concern, compared to the weightier issues of pitching? If you want to make friends quickly, throw a few extra
pens and paper into your bag, for handing around to total strangers less prepared than you. Even if you have
no interest in making friends and influencing anyone other than an agent or editor at a conference, consider
being the friendly neighborhood pen supplier. They are inexpensive, easily portable, and a small price to pay
for making the acquaintance of some kind souls who will buy your books someday. Who is going to
understand better what a triumph that is â€” or be more likely to understand that the best way to support a
writer is to buy her books? As, alas, one almost invariably does now at literary conferences. I already signed
up for those events, as well as my pitch appointments. Details have been known to fall through the cracks
occasionally. If you registered electronically, make sure to bring a hard copy of the confirmation. And if
everything goes perfectly when you check in, please remember to thank the volunteer who helped you. As my
grandmother used to say: And as I said only moments ago, who do you think is going to buy your book? You
may well want to be a speaker at this conference someday; be charming. Again, I hate to be the one to break it
to you, but it is not at all unheard-of for a hotel hosting a conference to over-book. This is not an occasion for
a flimsy purse. Think grad student backpack, not clutch bag. This is usually the case, incidentally, even if the
author in question is a household name. So if you are looking for an excuse to walk up to a world-famous
author and burble how much you love her writing, look no farther than this bookstore. You might just end up
with a marvelous literary friend. Which is one of the reasons you signed up to go to a conference in the first
place, right? Again, though, use discretion. No one likes to be accosted with a pen and a hardback in the
bathroom, or while deep in conversation with a friend one has not seen for seven years. And if an author with
a traditional publisher has shown up with her own copies, purloined from the sometimes generous stash of
promotional copies publishers often provide authors because the expected copies did not show up on time for
the conference yes, it happens , the sales may not count toward official sales totals. You should, if the book
sounds interesting. An author with a strong preference will be only too glad to steer you in the right direction.
The author may well elect to carry around half a dozen copies in his shoulder bag, just in case an eager reader
turns up when the bookstore is closed. Oh, did I forget to tell you to sit down before I mentioned that? So does
the market. But blurbs tend to get reused from year to year. Yes, even if an agent is declaring her undying love
for semi-explicit love scenes in science fiction, and you happen to write futuristic Westerns. And who do you
think is going to buyâ€¦oh, you know the tune by now. That way, I can remember who was who by who was
sitting where. I also note a few physical characteristics for each, along with their expressed preferences in
books. Why should I care what they look like and where they were sitting? Well, these fora are typically
scheduled at the very beginning of the first full day of the conference â€” a very, very long day. Or to be sure
that the redhead to whom they were just introduced in the bar was the agent with the romantic tastes in science
fiction â€” or the one who said she was interested primarily in historical fiction about nuns. Being able to whip
out those diagrams for a surreptitious last-minute check can be very helpful. On my diagrams, the
author-consumers tend to be depicted with horns, pitchfork, and tail. I always, always, ALWAYS advise
writers to bring a big bottle of water to a conference â€” even to ones where the organizers tend to be very
good about keeping water available. A screw-top bottle in your bag can save both spillage and inconvenience
to your neighbors. Personally, I prefer to meet people when my lenses are not opaque with grime. I also prefer
for my voice to be audible when I speak, rather than rasping. If your eyes dry out easily, consider wearing
your glasses instead. You want to be at your best. Lip balm can be helpful in this respect, too. Conferences and
hotels, like airports, see a lot of traffic, so the week leading up to the conference is most emphatically the time
to skip the vitamins. I go one step further: To stave off feeling woozy during a pitch meeting, here are some
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tips: Not just every so often, but on a regular basis. You might even consider taking it up habitually. People
who do tend to fall over. Even though everyone else will be doing so with enthusiasm. You will want your
perceptions sharp, not wired or dulled. A glimpse of blue sky can provide a lot of perspective. Do it for the
karma. And who do you think is going to buy your books in years to come? This is a time to be very good to
yourself. A conference should not be an endurance test. When I ran the Pitch Practicing Palace a safe space for
those new to the game to run their pitches by agented writers before trying them out on an agent or editor, to
weed out potential problems , I used to keep a bowl of candy on hand, simply because so few pitchers had
remembered to feed themselves. If you are anticipating doing a lot of hallway pitching, or dislike the type of
rubber chicken and reheated pasta that tends to turn up on conference buffets, you might want to conceal a few
munchies in your bag, to keep yourself fueled up. I like to toss a couple of oranges into my conference kit:
Even people who hate oranges may ask for a section. The generous person with the tin of Altoids also tends to
be rather popular in the waiting area near the pitching appointments. Since you will most likely be sitting on
comfortless chairs for many, many hours over the course of the conference, you might want to bring a small
pillow, either to sit upon or for back support. Those metal chairs can be brutal. You should have heard the
public rejoicing. I used to advise my university students to wear their strangest underwear on final exam day,
for that reason â€” it allowed them to know something that no one else in the room knew. So I say from
experience: Anything will do, as long as it is special to you. So far, my advice has been concerned with your
comfort and welfare. A business card, for instance, or comparably sized sheets from your home printer. I
mention this now, so you may prepare in advance. Having to scrabble around in your tote bag for a stray scrap
of paper upon which to inscribe your vitals every time you meet someone nice gets old fast. Heck, all of those
books you buy might just be deductible as market research. Seriously, it is worth your while to have some
inexpensive business cards made, to print some up at home, or to ask Santa to bring you some
professional-looking jobs for Christmas. Even if the agent of your dreams just ends up using your card as a
bookmark, she will see your name again. Second, unless you make a point of sitting by yourself in a corner for
the entire conference, you are probably going to meet other writers that you like. It works the other way, too,
of course. The easier you make it for those nice writers to contact you, the more likely they are to remain in
contact. Why would I waste my time chatting up other aspiring writers, who are ostensibly there for precisely
the same reason? It requires less energy to keep to yourself, true, but it is a tad elitist, not to say short-sighted:
The more writer friends you have, the easier it is to learn from experience. What better source for finding out
which agents are really nice to writers, and which are not? And who do you think is going to come to your
book signings five years from now, if not that sweet writer with whom you chatted about romantica at lunch?
Obviously, if you can swing a one-on-one with the keynote speaker, go for it. You said exactly what I needed
to hear right now. But try not to let star-gazing distract you from interacting with the less well-known authors
teaching the classes â€” who are there to help you, after all â€” or the writer sitting next to you in class.
Remember those magic first hundred words? Someday, some of your fellow conference attendees are going to
be bigwigs themselves. And even if this were not true but it is , writing is an isolating business. For every hour
that even the most commercially successful writer spends interacting with others in the business, she spends
hundreds alone, typing away. The more friends you can make who will understand your emotional ups and
downs as you work through scenes in a novel, or query agents, or gnaw your fingernails down to the knuckle,
waiting for an editor to decide whether to buy your book, the better. Not all of us are lucky enough to live and
work with people who appreciate the necessity of revising a sentence for the sixth time. So stuff some
business cards into your conference bag. Why five pages, specifically? Well, not all agents will want to see
them, but many, when they are seriously taken with a pitch, will ask to see a few pages on the spot, to see if
the writing is good enough to justify the serious time commitment of reading the whole book. Especially if
you had the foresight to carry them in a folder, so they would not wrinkle, and to print them on lb or better
bright white paper. You will never miss an opportunity by offering to mail or e-mail it instead.
4: The Portable Writers' Conference: Your Guide to Getting and Staying-ExLibrary | eBay
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'The Portable Writers Conference' by Stephen Blake Mettee is a digital EPUB ebook for direct download to PC, Mac,
Notebook, Tablet, iPad, iPhone, Smartphone, eReader - but not for Kindle. A DRM capable reader equipment is
required.

5: Portable Writer's Conference a Review - Nonfiction Writing
The Portable Writer's Conference is the next best thing to attending a Writer's Conference in person, and it is essential
reading for anyone serious about becoming a.

6: Shelly Lowenkopf - Wikipedia
Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP
Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a
new window or tab.

7: Profanity in science fiction - Wikipedia
Get this from a library! The portable writer's conference: your guide to getting published. [Stephen Blake Mettee;] -- Over
45 editors, authors, and agents provide insight on the writing craft and the business of getting published.

8: The Portable Writer S Conference | Download eBook PDF/EPUB
Free Shipping. Buy The Portable Writer's Conference: Your Guide to Getting Published at www.enganchecubano.com
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